
0800 06 29  Opel Rekord D0899 03 26  Fendt Farmer 2

0797  05 30  VW T1 funeral van 

0064 03 29  VW Passat saloon

0097 39 38  MB G car/trailer combination with Arabella

NEW MODELS FOR JUNE 2009             
CLASSICS WITH SPIRIT

W
IKING’s new models for

June cover a wide range of

topics to delight avid collec-

tors ranging from the very latest

vehicles such as the saloon version of

the VW Passat to models with a very

special appeal. After all, WIKING has

created the VW Touareg in the colours

of the VfL Wolfsburg supporters club

after a dynamic season in the Bundesli-

ga. In the meantime, on its way to a

summer vintage car rally is the car/trai-

ler combination of the Mercedes Benz

G-class towing a Borgward Arabella as

its valuable cargo. Two contemporary

classics - the anniversary model of the

Farmer 2 in the form of the legendary

“Gold Fendt” and the VW T1 as a funeral

van - show that joy and sorrow are

never far apart even on a scale of 1:87.

We also see the reappearance of the

revitalised Mercedes Benz 230 SL

cabriolet joined by the Opel Rekord D

as a shiny youngtimer in the ivory taxi

cab livery which had just been introdu-

ced in its day.  
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Technical modifications and variations in color could be made without notice.

0799 24 27  MB 230 SL cabriolet

0808 08 25  BMW Isetta 4WD

0947 01 25  Log transporter (Büssing 8000) N-GAUGE 1:160  

0060 37 34  VW Touareg



W
ith WIKING’s model upgra-

des for June, the main attrac-

tions are all large-scale giant

models. One of the items which is to

become available from specialist shops

is a technical emergency service set

with two movable storage containers

which show just how flexible the tech-

nical emergency service can be. In

accordance with the requirements for

disaster control, WIKING has included

a TES aid worker and Rosenbauer por-

table fire pump as part of the model set.

The wealth of detail and the functiona-

lity of the composition will enable

collectors to simulate a realistic scena-

rio. The Stiebel Eltron brand is one of

the long-cherished names which the tra-

ditional model-makers at WIKING

have continued to celebrate by creating

models to mark milestones in their

history. True to form, they have now

created a Mercedes-Benz Actros with

large-capacity trailer bearing Stiebel

Eltron’s very latest corporate design.

Another trump card among the new

models for June is the Rosenbauer

Panther 6x6 on a scale of 1:43. WIKING

has produced this model airfield fire

truck in the livery of Newcastle airport,

the largest regional airport in the north-

east of England, where it is stationed

and guarantees the safety of all flights

getting ready to take off for internatio-

nal destinations.        
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MODEL UPGRADES FOR JUNE
2009 GIANT MODELS

Technical modifications and variations in color could be made without notice.

0693 12 43 Technical emergency service set (MAN TGS)

0430  02 00 FLF Panther 6x6 (Rosenbauer) 1:43 scale

0529 04 46  Truck and large-capacity trailer (MB Actros)


